
Construction Developments 
1. Multi-Purpose Hall (Project Commencement: 2022 Project Completion: 2022) 

As of the beginning of 2022, Lae Unitech School of Nursing has already started construction of a 
Multipurpose Hall which is scheduled to be completed before the end of 2022. Thanks to the sitting 
Governor of Morobe, under the banner of Morobe Provincial Government, has made funding 
available for this project to commence. Morobe Governor; Ginson Saonu was present in person with 
delegates from Morobe Provincial Government to officially do the ground breaking of the project. 

The project is half-way through construction as of May 2022 as shown in the pictures below. We are 
very privileged to have this project as it will facilitate our Graduations, Student Assemblies, Social 
Activities, Student Forums and Indoor sports. 

 

 

 

GROUND BREAKING CEREMONY FOR THE MULTI-PURPOSE HALL – Nov 2021 

Project construction as of May 2022 



2. Newly built and fully furnished student’s rural Accommodation 

As of late 2021, Lae Unitech School of Nursing have achieved a major milestone by building its first 
rural accommodation for their students to live in while doing their rural practical experience. This 
first of its kind project has been built in Mutzin Station of the Markharm District. It is a duplex 
containing two bedrooms each, fully furnished will all the amenities installed.  Each side of the 
duplex will accommodate male and female students separately. The project was officially opened by 
the sitting Member for Markharm (Hon. Konny Iguan) with delegates from DHERST and Department 
of National Planning in late 2021. 

The achievement of this project has given us rejuvenated confidence in building similar rural 
accommodations throughout out rural areas of contact. We have already planned budgeting for 
similar projects to tentatively begin in two rural sites that we engage our students in. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Official Opening of Mutzing Rural Accommodation – July 2021 

Completion of project in early 2021 


